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We introduce a new class of torsion-free groups, called R-groups, in which the
normalizer and the centralizer of the isolator of each cyclic subgroup coincide. This
is an extensive class of groups containing all torsion-free locally nilpotent groups
and all free groups. These groups share many interesting properties with the class
of all R-groups, groups having unique roots. For example, we show that the class of
R-groups is closed under products, subgroups, restricted wreath products, free
products, and certain free products with amalgamation. Because of these nice
properties, the class induces well behaved closure operators and we investigate the
concomitant categorically compact classes associated with these operators. These
new compact classes are closed under finite products and homomorphic images
and their characterization generally involves the existence of roots of all orders for
elements of the hypercenter. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xGroups having unique roots have been called R-groups 13, 15 . These
torsion-free groups have many pleasing properties. In this paper, we
introduce a proper subclass of the class of R-groups, which we call
R-groups, that share many of these pleasing properties. One characteristi-
zation is that a group G is an R-group precisely when it is an R-group and
for all x, y g G, y / 1 and n, m g Z, xy1 y n x s y m implies n s m. These
groups form an extensive subclass which contains all free groups and all
torsion-free locally nilpotent groups. We characterize those R-groups that
are not R-groups, which clarifies this phenomena.
If F is a class of groups closed under formation of products and
 .subgroups i.e., quotient reflective , then F determines two well behaved
closure operators called the F-regular closure and the F-normal closure.
Once one has a notion of closure, one can investigate categorical compact-
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ness. Since the class of R-groups and the class of R-groups are quotient
reflective and categorical compactness with respect to the corresponding
R-regular and R-normal closure operators gave rise to new interesting
w xclasses of groups 5 , it is natural to investigate categorical compactness
with respect to the closures determined by R-groups. This can be seen as a
w xcontinuation of the work in 5]10 .
In Section 2, we record the main properties of R-groups in order to
motivate the comparison with the situation for R-groups, which is dis-
cussed in Section 3. Categorical compactness with respect to the regular
and normal closure operators determined by the class of R-groups is
developed in the main Section 4. In the terminal Section 5, the closure
operator determined by the normal F-regular subgroups is discussed in
general and categorical compactness for this operator is studied. A com-
parison between classes of categorically compact groups for the closure
operators determined by various classes of torsion-free groups is also
given.
2. R-GROUPS
A group G is said to be an R-group provided x n s y n implies x s y. In
this section we record for easy reference the basic properties of R-groups
as well as some less well known results that will be useful in the sequel.
w x w xMany of these results may be found in Kurosh 13 and Plotkin 15 , and
w xextensive generalizations are developed in Baumslag 1 . The only new
result of this section is Theorem 2.4.
Every R-group is clearly torsion-free. In an R-group G, for each x g G,
 :  :the isolator, I x , of the cyclic subgroup x generated by x is an abelian
torsion-free rank 1 group. Among torsion-free groups, R-groups are easily
recognizable.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a torsion-free group G, the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .i G is an R-group;
 .ii for each x g G, the centralizer of the subgroup generated by x,
 :C x , is isolated;
 .iii the isolator of e¨ery abelian subgroup is abelian;
 .iv G is the set-theoretic union of abelian torsion-free rank 1 subgroups
that are pairwise disjoint;
 .  :v for each x g G, I x is abelian.
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PROPOSITION 2.2. For an R-group G, the following hold.
 .  :   :.i For each x g G, C x s C I x is isolated, and more generally,
the centralizer of an arbitrary subset is isolated.
 .  :  :ii For each x g G, the normalizer, N x , of the cyclic x coincides
 :  :with the centralizer, C x , of x .
 . n kiii For x, y g G, if x and y commute, then x and y commute.
 .  .iv If H is a di¨ isible subgroup of the center, Z G , of G, then GrH is
an R-group.
 .  :  < n k 4v For each x g G, I x s y g G y s x for some n, k g Z .
PROPOSITION 2.3. For an arbitrary group G, the following hold.
 .i If G is torsion-free locally nilpotent group and A and B are sub-
 .  .groups with A normal in B, then I A is normal in I B , and moreo¨er, if
 .  .BrA is abelian, then I B rI A is abelian.
 .ii If G is an R-group and H is a nilpotent subgroup of class c, then the
 .  < n 4isolator I H s x g G x g H and is nilpotent of class c. More generally,
 .if H is a locally nilpotent subgroup of an R-group G, then I H is also locally
 .  < n 4nilpotent and I H s x g G x g H .
 .We let Z G denote the center of the group G. A result found in
w x  .Kurosh 13 states that for a torsion-free group G, GrZ G is an R-group
if and only if G is an R-group. We extend this result in the following
 .theorem. Let Z G denote the b th term of the upper central series of G;b
 .the hypercenter of G is denoted by Z G .`
THEOREM 2.4. For a normal subgroup N of a torsion-free group G
 .contained in the hypercenter Z G , the quotient group GrN is an R-group if`
and only if G is an R-group and N is isolated.
 .Proof. For each ordinal a , let N s N l Z G and observe that eacha a
N is an isolated normal subgroup and that N s D N .a a a
 .¥ We will show by induction that each GrN is an R-group. Fora
n n a s 1, suppose that for x, y g G, x s y in GrN here we use ``bars''1
. yn nover symbols to indicate their image in quotient groups . Then y x g N1
 . n nand since G is an R-group and N F Z G , x and y commute. This1
yn n  y1 .nimplies x and y commute and thus y x s y x g N . Since N is1 1
y1isolated, y x g N and thus x s y in GrN .1 1
Suppose we have shown GrN is an R-group for all ordinals a F b.a
 .  .Then GrN ( GrN r N rN and N rN F Z GrN . The isolat-bq1 b bq1 b bq1 b b
edness of N implies GrN is torsion-free and thus N rN isbq1 bq1 bq1 b
isolated in GrN . The previous case implies that GrN is an R-group.b bq1
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If b is a limit ordinal, and GrN is an R-group for all a - b , thena
n n yn n yn nx s y in GrN implies y x g N , and so y x g N for someb b a
n na - b. Thus x s y in GrN and the induction hypothesis implies x s ya
in GrN . But then this means that x s y in GrN .a b
n n n n .« Suppose x s y in G. Then x s y in GrN and consequently,
x s yz for some z g N. If z / 1, then let g be the least ordinal with
z g N and note that g cannot be a limit ordinal, thus g s a q 1 for someg nnordinal a , and z g N _ N . Hence z is central in GrN and x s yz .aq1 a ann n n n nin GrN . So we have x s yz s y z and x s y in GrN . This .a a
nimplies z s 1, and as N is isolated, z s 1, a contradiction. Thus z s 1a
and x s y.
COROLLARY 2.5. Torsion-free hypercentral groups and hence torsion-free
nilpotent groups are R-groups.
COROLLARY 2.6. Central extensions of R-groups are R-groups.
We can now restate the result from Kurosh as:
COROLLARY 2.7. For a torsion-free group G, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i G is an R-group;
 .  .ii GrZ G is an R-group;
 .  .iii GrZ G is an R-group for some ordinal b ;b
 .  .iv GrZ G is an R-group;`
 .  .v GrZ G is an R-group for e¨ery ordinal b.b
w x  w x.The next result is due to Kontorovich 12 see also Theorem 17.2 of 1 .
PROPOSITION 2.8. The free product of R-groups is again an R-group.
The restricted wreath product behaves nicely, for we have the following
w xresult due to Baumslag 1 . We will extend this result in the next section.
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let G and H be R-groups. The restricted wreath prod-
uct G wr H is an R-group.
w xThe following result, proved in 5 , is crucial for the characterization of
categorical compactness with respect to the regular closure operator
determined by the class of R-groups. We will obtain a similar result for
R-groups in Section 4.
PROPOSITION 2.10. If G is an R-group and A is an isolated subgroup, then
the free product with amalgamated subgroup G@ G is an R-group.A
This last proposition is not true for arbitrary subgroups as the example
Q@ Q shows, where Z and Q denote the additive groups of integers andZ
rationals, respectively.
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Finally, since the class of R-groups is closed under formation of prod-
ucts and subgroups, for each group G there is a smallest normal subgroup
rG for which GrrG is an R-group. We can describe rG inductively as
 4follows. Let r G s 1 . Let r G be the subgroup of G generated by the0 1
 < n n y1 4set z g G there exist x, y g G and an n so that x s y and xy s z .
 <Then r G is that subgroup generated by the set z g G there existkq1
n n y1 4x, y g G and an n so that x s y a, a g r G, and xy s z . It is cleark
that each r G is a normal subgroup and that rG s D` r G.k ks1 k
 .COROLLARY 2.11. If G is an arbitrary group, then rG F Z G if and`
only if rG s 1.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.
3. R-GROUPS
A group G is called an R-group provided G is torsion-free and the
 :normalizer and the centralizer of I x coincide for each x g G. In this
section we develop the elementary properties of R-groups. The first result
shows that the class of R-groups is contained in the class of R-groups.
PROPOSITION 3.1. E¨ery R-group is an R-group.
 :   :.  :Proof. It is clear that I x : C I x , hence I x is abelian, and the
 .result follows from Proposition 2.1 v .
This gives an easier test to determine if an R-group is an R-group or
not.
THEOREM 3.2. A group G is an R-group if and only if G is an R-group
y1 n m and for all x, y g G, y / 1, n, m g Z, x y x s y implies n s m i.e., x
.and y commute .
Proof. If G is an R-group, then by the above it is an R-group. If
y1 n m   :.  : l kx y x s y , then x g N I y . If z g I y , then z s y for some k
 y1 . l  y1 .k  y1 .nl  y1 .nk m kand l. Hence x zx s x yx , and thus x zx s x yx s y .
y1  : y1  :This means x zx g I y . Similarly, xzx g I y .
  :.   :.Now from x g N I y s C I y , we have x commutes with y, and so
xy1 y n x s y m implies that n s m.
Conversely, G being an R-group implies it is torsion-free. If y g
  :. y1 n mN I x , then y x y s x for some n and m. The hypothesis implies
  :.n s m, and we have x commutes with y and so y g C I x .
If G is a torsion-free locally nilpotent group, and if xy1 y n x s y m for
some x, y g G with y / 1, the subgroup generated by x and y is torsion-
free nilpotent. It is easy to see, by induction on the class of G, that a
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torsion-free nilpotent group is an R-group. For clearly any torsion-free
abelian group is an R-group. Suppose that it has been shown that all
torsion-free nilpotent groups of class F k are R-groups, and let G be of
class k q 1. Then we have the exact sequence
0 ª Z G ª G ª GrZ G ª 0 .  .
 . y1 n mwith GrZ G nilpotent of class k. If x y x s y holds in G, then
y1 n m  .x y x s y holds in GrZ G and we have n s m by the induction
n m .hypothesis unless y s 1. But then y belongs to Z G and y s y holds
 .in Z G which forces n s m. Thus we have shown:
PROPOSITION 3.3. E¨ery torsion-free locally nilpotent group is an R-group.
PROPOSITION 3.4. If G is a torsion-free group and for e¨ery x g G, the
 :isolator I x is cyclic, then G is an R-group.
 .Proof. By Proposition 2.1 v , G is an R-group, and by Proposition
 .  :.  :.   :.   :.2.2 ii , N c s C c , so N I x s C I x .
The useful consequence of this proposition is that we can now show that
the class of R-groups is quite extensive for we have the following exam-
ples:
EXAMPLE 3.5. Every free group is an R-group and Ol'Shanskii's simple
group having every proper subgroup infinite cyclic is an R-group.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let G be an R-group. Then G is an R-group if and only
  :.if N I x is isolated for each x g G.
  :.   :.Proof. If G is an R-group, then N I x s C I x is isolated. Con-
  :.   :.  :   :.versely, if y g N I x and y f C I x , then I y F N I x . But
 :   :.  :   :. k l   :.I y l C I x s 1, since if w g I y l C I x , w s y g C I x
 :   :.  .contrary to the choice of y. Thus I y F Aut I x F Aut Q . Since
 .Aut Q ( Z = F where F is a countable rank free abelian group, the2
 :torsion-free rank one group I y is isomorphic to a subgroup of F and
hence must be cyclic and the result follows from Proposition 3.4.
The next result is patterned after the earlier Theorem 2.4.
THEOREM 3.7. For a normal subgroup N of a torsion-free group G
contained in the hypercenter of G, the quotient group GrN is an R-group if
and only if G is an R-group and N is isolated.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, GrN is an R-group if and only if G is an
 .R-group and N is isolated. As before, we let N s N l Z G , for eacha a
ordinal a , note that each N is normal and isolated. First suppose that Ga
is an R-group; we will show that each GrN is an R-group.a
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If GrN is not an R-group, then there exist non-commuting x, y g G1
y1 n mand integers n and m with n / m, so that x y x s y in GrN and1
y1 n m  .y / 1. Hence in G, x y x s y z for some z g N F Z G . It follows that1
y and xy1 yx commute since G is an R-group. Now observe that xy2 y n x 2
y1 y1 n .. y1 m y1 y1 y1 .n y1 yn y1 n .s x x y x x s x y xz. Thus x y x yx x s x y x y x x
y1 yn y1 y1 n .  m .y1 y1 m  y1 y1 .ms x y xx x y x x s y z x y xz s y x yx , which is a
contradiction to G being an R-group.
If GrN is an R-group for all ordinals a F b , then GrN is ana bq1
 .R-group, for GrN ( GrN r N rN and N rN is a normalbq1 b bq1 b bq1 b
isolated subgroup of GrN contained in its center.b
If b is a limit ordinal, GrN is an R-group for all a - b , and GrN isa b
y1 n mnot an R-group, then we have x y x s y z for some non-commuting
x, y g G, z g N , and y / 1 in GrN . There is an ordinal a so thatb b
y1 n mz g N _ N . Thus x y x s y in GrN . This means that n s m,aq1 a aq1
unless y s 1. But if y s 1 in GrN , then y s 1 in GrN contrary toaq1 b
the choice of y.
y1 n mConversely, if GrN is an R-group and N is isolated, and if x y x s y
y1 n min G, then x y x s y in GrN. If y / 1, then n s m since GrN is an
R-group. If y s 1, then there is a least ordinal of the form a q 1 for which
y1 n my g N _ N . Then y is central in GrN , and x y x s y in GrNaq1 a a a
n mimplies y s y in GrN . But by Theorem 2.4, GrN is an R-group, soa a
n s m.
COROLLARY 3.8. The class of R-groups is closed under central extensions.
COROLLARY 3.9. For a torsion-free group G, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i G is an R-group;
 .  .ii GrZ G is an R-group;
 .  .iii GrZ G is an R-group for some ordinal b ;b
 .  .iv GrZ G is an R-group;`
 .  .v GrZ G is an R-group for e¨ery ordinal b.b
PROPOSITION 3.10. If G is an R-group and for each x g G, the automor-
  :.phism group Aut I x is torsion, then G is an R-group.
  :.  :Proof. If y g N I x , then y induces an automorphism on I x via
  :. kconjugation. If Aut I x is torsion, then for some k, y induces the
yk k k  :identity automorphism; i.e., y xy s x. Thus y g C x and so y g
 :C x .
Our next result shows how to distinguish those R-groups which are not
R-groups.
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PROPOSITION 3.11. Let K be a torsion-free rank 1 abelian group and a be
an automorphism of K of infinite order, and let H be the semi-direct product
of K with Z determined ¨ia a . Then H is an R-group which is not an R-group.
Furthermore, if G is an R-group which is not an R-group, then G contains
 .such a subgroup for some K and a ; in particular, K can be chosen to be the
isolator of some element.
Proof. A simple calculation shows that H is an R-group which is not
y1 :  .an R-group; pick k g K, then I k s K and a k s c kc for someH
  :.   :.c g H and c g N I k , but c f C I k .H H H
If G is an R-group which is not an R-group, there exists an x g G so
  :.   :.   :.   :.that N I x / C I x . Pick y g N I x _ C I x . NowG G G G G G
 :  :  4  . :I x l y s 1 , and thus I x y is a subgroup of the required form.G G
A result that is useful in producing examples is the following extension
of the corresponding result for R-groups.
PROPOSITION 3.12. If A and B are R-groups, then the restricted wreath
product A wr B is an R-group.
w xProof. From Baumslag 1, Theorem 18.1 , we have A wr B is an R-
group. Since A wr B is a semidirect product of K s [ A with B, webbg B
 .can uniquely express each element of A wr B as an ordered pair k, b
 . .  y1 .where k g K and b g B and k , b k , b s k b k b , b b . Thus if1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
y1 k l  .  .y x y s x in A wr B, then setting x s k , b and y s k , b , we have1 1 2 2
y1 k  y1 k .  l .  .y x y s z, b b b s w, b for some calculable elements z, w g K.2 1 2 1
y1 k lIf b / 1, then in B we have b b b s b , and since B is an R-group,1 2 1 2 1
k s l.
k  .k  k .If b s 1, then x s k , 1 s k , 1 and we have, computing,1 1 1
yy1 x k y s by1 ky1 b , by1 k k , 1 k , b . .  .2 2 2 2 1 2 2
s by1 ky1 k kk b , 1 s k l , 1 . .  .2 2 1 2 2 1
y1 k l .  .So in A we have k b k k b s k . Since A is an R-group, k s l.2 2 1 2 2 1
THEOREM 3.13. The free product of a family of R-groups is an R-group.
 < 4Proof. Let G l g L be a family of R-groups and let G s @ Gl lg L l
be their free product. Let x, y g G with y / 1, and suppose that xy1 y s x
s y t. Without loss of generality, we may assume y is cyclically reduced, s
and t are relatively prime, and s G t. If the length of y is one, then if x is
of length one, the length of xy1 y s x is 3 and the length of y t is 1, unless
both x and y belong to the same factor G . But G is an R-group, sol l
s s t.
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If x s a ??? a and y s b ??? b where m G 1 and n ) 1, then b and1 m 1 n 1
b belong to different factors, so a is not in the same factor as b or notn 1 1
in the same factor as b . If a is not in the same factor as b , then we haven 1 1
s tb ??? b a ??? a s a ??? a b ??? b . .  .1 n 1 m 1 m 1 n
The left hand side has length ns q m and the right hand side has length
nt q m or nt q m y 1 depending on whether or not a and b belong tom 1
the same factor. In the first case, it follows that s s t. In the second case
 .we have ns q m s nt q m y 1, so n s y t s y1, a contradiction. If a is1
not in the same factor as b , then a similar argument applies.n
Since the class of R-groups is closed under formation of products and
subgroups, it is quotient reflective. Hence for each group G, there is a
smallest normal subgroup rG for which GrrG is an R-group. We can
 4describe rG as a countable union as follows. Let r G s 1 and let r G0 1
be that subgroup containing rG so that r GrrG is the normal subgroup1
w   :.  :x < 4 w xof GrrG generated by the set N I x , I x x g GrrG . Here A, B
means, of course, the subgroup generated by all commutators of the form
w xa, b for a g A and b g B. The group Grr G may not be an R-group, so1
we set r G to be the inverse image of the normal subgroup generated by2
the set
 :  : <N I x , I x x g Grr Grr Grr G . . 4 .1 1
`It is easy to see that D r G is a normal subgroup of G for which theks1 k
w   :.  :x  4quotient is an R-group. However, since N I x , I x s 1 for all
x g GrrG, for each k there is an epimorphism Grr G ª GrrG and thisk
`implies that r G F rG. Thus rG s D r G.k ks1 k
The next result follows directly from Theorem 3.8 since rG is necessar-
ily isolated.
 .COROLLARY 3.14. For an arbitrary group G, rG F Z G if and only if`
rG s 1.
4. CATEGORICAL COMPACTNESS FOR R-GROUPS
In this section, we review the categorical notions concerning closure
operators and compactness associated with a closure operator, and study
the compact classes arising from closure operators determined by the class
of R-groups. The general theory of closure operators has been developed
w xby several authors, for example, see 2, 3 . For an extensive treatment of
the general theory of closure operators, we refer the reader to the text by
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w xDikranjan and Tholen 4 . The foundation of the theory of categorical
w xcompactness began with Manes 14 and was developed with respect to
closure operators arising from factorization structures for morphisms in
w x11 . It is somewhat surprising and pleasing that much of the general
theory of topological compactness gets carried over into this categorical
setting.
w xThe authors, in a series of papers 5]10 , have investigated categorical
compactness in various categories of groups. Generally speaking, categori-
cal compactness for classes of torsion-free groups is related to the exis-
tence of nth roots. We will see that here as well, as we characterize
categorical compactness with respect to some natural closure operators
arising from looking at R-groups.
Since our main interest is in the category of groups, we specialize all the
definitions to this situation. A closure operator on the category of groups
G .assigns to each subgroup A of a group G, a subgroup c A of G such
that for each pair of subgroups A and B of G and each homomorphism f :
G ª H, the following hold:
 . G .  .i A F c A expansive ;
 . G . G .  .ii A F B implies c A F c B monotone ;
 .  G .. H   ..  .iii f c A F c f A continuity condition .
 . G G ..A closure operator c y is called idempotent provided c c A s
G .c A for each subgroup A of G. It is of importance to note that the
G .continuity condition implies that c 0 is always fully invariant in G and
G .that if A is normal in G, then c A is normal also.
Being motivated by the Kuratowski]Mrowka Theorem characterizingÂ
compactness in topology, we call a group G categorically compact with
 .respect to the closure operator c y provided for every group H and
c-closed subgroup A of G = H, the image of A under the second
projection homomorphism p : G = H ª H is c-closed in H. For simplic-2
ity, we call such a categorically compact group c-compact. It follows readily
from the categorical nature of this definition that the class of c-compact
groups is closed under formation of finite products and homomorphic
images.
If F is a quotient reflective subcategory closed under products and
.subgroups of the category of all groups, then F determines two well
behaved closure operators called the F-regular closure operator and the
F-normal closure operator. A subgroup A of a group G is called F-regular
provided there are homomorphisms f , g : G ª F, with F g F, so that
 <  .  .4A s x g G f x s g x . The subgroup A is called F-normal provided A
is normal in G and GrA belongs to F. For an arbitrary subgroup A, the
 .  <F-regular closure of A in G is defined by c A s F B F G A F B, B isF
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4  . F-regular . The F-normal closure of A in G is defined by cl A s F B FF
< 4G A F B, B is F-normal . Both these closure operators are idempotent
w xand properties enjoyed by them may be found discussed in 5 .
 .We call a group G F-regular compact respectively, F-normal compact
when G is categorically compact with respect to the F-regular closure
 .operator respectively, the F-normal closure operator . These classes of
categorically compact groups are closed under formation of finite prod-
 w x.ucts, epimorphic images, and have a pleasing theory see 5 . The categori-
cally compact groups arising from the regular and normal closure opera-
w xtors induced by the class of R-groups is given in 5 ; the characterization
for the class of R-groups given here uses similar techniques.
w xThere are two results from 5 that greatly facilitate testing for categori-
cal compactness. Here u G denotes the smallest normal subgroup of G for
which the quotient belongs to F. These results show that we may restrict
our attention entirely to groups belonging to F when studying categorical
compactness of this sort.
THEOREM 4.1. If G is an arbitrary group, then G is F-regular compact
 . respecti¨ ely, F-normal compact if and only if Gru G is F-regular respec-
.ti¨ ely, F-normal compact.
THEOREM 4.2. If G belongs to F, then G is F-regular compact respec-
.ti¨ ely, F-normal compact if and only if for each group H belonging to F, and
 .  .F-regular respecti¨ ely, F-normal subgroup A of G = H, p A is F-regular2
 .respecti¨ ely, F-normal in H.
Our first result is crucial in our investigation of R-regular compactness.
It is clear that every R-regular subgroup A of G is isolated. This result
shows that the converse is true when G is an R-group; this means that the
R-regular subgroups of an R-group are precisely the isolated subgroups.
THEOREM 4.3. If G is an R-group and A is an isolated subgroup, then
G@ G is an R-group and thus A is R-regular.A
w xProof. It follows from Theorem 4.7 of 5 that G@ G is an R-group,A
however, we need only see that G@ G is torsion-free, for we shall showA
  :.   :.that, for each x g G@ G, N I x s C I x . If x is a cyclicallyA
 :reduced element of length G 2, then the isolator I x is cyclic, for it
 :suffices to show that I x meets each conjugate of a constituent trivially.
 :By Kurosh's Theorem, this means that I x is free and hence cyclic.
y1  : y1 k lSuppose that w gw g I x . Then w g w s x for some k and l. If
w s a ??? a is in normal form, then1 n
ay1 ??? ay1 g ka ??? a s x l .n 1 1 n
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If a and g belong to different constituents, then the left hand side of this1
equation is not cyclically reduced. So ay1 g ka belongs to G , the left hand1 1 1
constituent, or belongs to G , the right hand constituent. In either case, if2
ay1 g ka g G _ A, then the left hand side is still not cyclically reduced, and1 1
hence ay1 g ka g A. If there exists an i so that ay1 ??? ay1 g ka ??? a f A,1 1 i 1 1 i
we still have a contradiction. Thus ay1 ??? ay1 g ka ??? a g A, whichn 1 1 n
contradicts the length of the right hand side being G 2. This means that
 :  :  :.  :.   :.c s I x for some c, and as N c s C c , we have N I x s
  :.C I x .
If x g A, and w s a ??? a is in normal form, with wy1 x k w s x l, then,1 n
without loss we may assume a g G . It follows that ay1 x ka g A for1 1 1 1
otherwise the left hand side of
ay1 ??? ay1 x ka ??? a s x l .n 1 1 n
is not cyclically reduced. There is a b g G with a s b g G, so that1 2 1 1
ay1 x ka s by1 x k b in A. Similarly, we have a contradiction if1 1 1 1
ay1 by1 x k b a f A. So it must be that ay1ay1 by1 x k b a a g A, hence2 1 1 2 3 2 1 1 2 3
there is a b g G with a s b in G and ay1ay1 by1 x k b a a s3 2 3 3 3 2 1 1 2 3
by1ay1 by1 x k b a b in A. Continuing, we have wy1 x k w s x l for some3 2 1 1 2 3
w g G and since G is an R-group, k s l.2
If x g G _ A, and w s a ??? a is in normal form, with wy1 x k w s x l,1 1 n
again we have if a f G , then the left hand side is not cyclically reduced.1 1
Furthermore, if a g G but ay1 x ka f A we have a contradiction. Simi-1 1 1 1
larly, if there is an i so that ay1 ??? ay1 x ka ??? a g A, but ay1 ???i 1 1 i iq1
ay1 x ka ??? a f A, there is a contradiction. Thus we have a g G and1 1 iq1 n 1
ay1 ??? ay1 x ka ??? a s a x lay1 g A.ny1 1 1 ny1 n n
So a xay1 g A since A is isolated. This means that x s ay1 ya for somen n n n
y g A, and therefore
ay1 ??? ay1ay1 y ka a ??? a s ay1 y la g A.ny1 1 n n 1 ny1 n n
Thus it follows that k s l, and G@ G is an R-group.A
THEOREM 4.4. A group G is R-regular compact if and only if GrrG is
radicable.
Proof. In view of the introductory remarks above and Theorems 4.1
and 4.2, we may assume G and H to be R-groups. If A is an R-regular
subgroup of G = H, then by the previous theorem we need only show that
 . n  .  n.p A is isolated in H. If h g p A , then a, h g A for some a g G.2 2
n  .nIf G is radicable, then a s b for some b in G and thus b, h g A. Since
 .  .A is isolated, b, h g A and consequently h g p A .2
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Conversely, if G is R-regular compact, then for any x g G,
 : < :  :  4I x s y g G y l x / 1 4
 n. <  :4is an abelian subgroup. Letting n be fixed, and A s y, y y g I x , we
 :  :nobserve that A is isolated in G = I x , and so I x is an isolated
 :  :n  :subgroup of I x . But this can be only true if I x s I x . This shows
that x is divisible by n and therefore G is radicable.
This is perhaps not too surprising a result in view of the previous
theorem concerning G@ G, and the fact that a similar result holds forA
w xR-regular compactness. It was shown in 5 that a group G is R-regular
compact if and only if GrrG is radicable.
COROLLARY 4.5. E¨ery R-regular compact group is R-regular compact.
Now we turn our attention to R-normal compactness. The idea is to
w xextend the ideas of 5 for R-groups to R-groups. If G is an arbitrary group
and g g G, then the subgroup generated by commutators of the form
w x  : w  :xx, y for x g G and y g g is denoted by G, g . Let the normal
w  :xclosure with respect to the class of R-groups of the subgroup G, g be
w  :xdenoted by cl G, g . The following technical lemma is an analogue of
w xLemma 4.13 of 5 .
LEMMA 4.6. A group G is R-normal compact pro¨ided for each g g G,
w  :xthe image of g in Grcl G, g is radicable.
w  :xProof. Let G be R-normal compact, and g g G. Let A s cl G, g
and note that A is R-normal in G, and thus G s GrA is an R-normal
compact R-group. Furthermore, g, the image of g in G, belongs to the
center. Let p be a prime and note that as ZrpZ is not torsion-free,
 .:H s G = Zr g, p is not an R-group. We first show that if H is
torsion-free, then H is an R-group.
 .  .Suppose H is torsion-free. If x s a, m and y s b, n belong to
q q q q .  .G = Z and x s y in H for some prime q, then a, m s b, n ?
k q yq k q q .g , kp . Hence a b s g belongs to the center, and so a and b
q yq  y1 .q y1commute, hence a b s ab . As the center is isolated, ab also
belongs to the center. Thus a s bh for some h belonging to the center.
q q q q k q kThus a s b h s b g , so h s g .
 .  .If q / p, then qm s qn q kp, and so m y n s krq p and a, m s
k r q .  . .  . .b, n h, krq p s b, n g, p which implies x s y. On the other
p k .  .  .:  .  .:hand, if p s q, then h, k s g , kp g g, p , so h, k g g, p .
This means that x s y in H, so H is an R-group.
y1 s tNow suppose x y x s y where we may assume that s and t are
 .  .relatively prime. Again letting x s a, m and y s b, n , we have
y1 s t k y1 s t k k .  .a b a, sn s b g , tn q kp . Hence a b a s b g with g belonging
 .to the center of G. We also have n s y t s kp.
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y1 p s p t k p p t n sy t .Computing, we have a b a s b g s b g and thus
y1 p yn s p yn t .  .a b g a s b g . Since G is an R-group, s s t. This shows that
H is an R-group.
This contradiction forces H to be not torsion-free, so there exist
q l .  .  .integers q and l so that x, m s g, p for some x, m g G = Z,
q l p q .  .:  .x, m f g, p . Then x s g and qm s pl. It follows that x s
m q p m .g , and because G is an R-group, x s g .
p n p .If m s pn for some integer n, then x s g and as before, it follows
n n n .  .  .  .:that x s g . This implies that x, m s g , pn s g, p g g, p con-
 .trary to the choice of x, m . Thus m and p are relatively prime, and
s p m t .  .there are integers s and t so that 1 s ps q mt. Hence g s g ? g s
s p t p p .  .g ? x , since g belongs to the center. This means g g G and so
g g A ? G p.
w  :xConversely, suppose for each g g G, the image of g in Grcl G, g is
radicable. Let H be arbitrary, and suppose that G = HrA is an R-group.
p p p p .  .If x s y in Hrp A , then x s y a for some a g p A . Hence there2 2
 yp p.  .is a g g G so that g, y x g A. Since A is normal and h, 1 g G = H
 y1 yp p.  y1 yp p. y1 yp p.for each h g G, h gh, y x g A. Thus g , x y h gh, y x s
w x . w  :xg, h , 1 g A. It follows that cl G, g = 1 F A as G = HrA is an
p w  :xR-group. This means we can write g s wz for some w g cl G, g . Since
pp yp p .  .w, 1 g A, z , y x g A. This implies that in G = HrA, z , x s .
p  .1, y , and thus z , x s 1, y . This means x s y in Hrp A . Thus .  .  . 2
 .Hrp A is an R-group.2
y1 s t y1 s t .Now suppose that x y x s y in Hrp A , so that x y x s y a for2
 .  yt y1 s .some a g p A . Hence there is a g g G so that g, y x y x g A. By2
sy t w  :x.  .the hypothesis, g s wz for some w g cl G, g . But since w, 1 g A,R
sy t y t y 1 s t t .we have z , y x y x g A , which m eans z , y s .
y1 s s1, x z , y 1, x in G = HrA. Since G = HrA is an R-group, s s t. .  .  .
 .Thus Hrp A is an R-group and therefore G is R-normal compact.2
THEOREM 4.7. A group G is R-normal compact if and only if e¨ery
R-image of G has a di¨ isible center.
Proof. Suppose G is an R-normal compact R-group and g g G be-
 . plongs to the center Z G . By the previous lemma, g g G for each prime
w x  4  . pp, since G, g s 1 . Thus g g Z G since the center is isolated.
Conversely, assume G enjoys the property given in the hypothesis and
w xlet g g G and p be a prime. Let A be the R-normal closure of G, g .
pThen GrA is an R-group and g belongs to its center. Thus g s x for
some x g G, and so g s yx p for some y g A. By the previous lemma, this
implies G is R-normal compact.
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w xIn 5 , it was shown that a group G is R-normal compact exactly when
every R-image of G has a divisible center. Thus we have:
COROLLARY 4.8. E¨ery R-normal compact group is R-normal compact.
COROLLARY 4.9. E¨ery R-regular compact group is R-normal compact.
COROLLARY 4.10. If G is R-normal compact, then e¨ery torsion-free
abelian image is di¨ isible.
COROLLARY 4.11. An arbitrary group G is R-normal compact if and only
if e¨ery R-image has a radicable hypercenter.
Proof. The proof is virtually identical to the corresponding result for
w xR-normal compactness in 5, Corollary 4.15 .
EXAMPLE 4.12. Ol'Shanskii's simple group having every proper sub-
group infinite cyclic is an R-normal compact group which is not R-regular
compact. Indeed, every simple R-group is R-normal compact.
EXAMPLE 4.13. The unrestricted wreath product Z Wr Q enjoys every
torsion-free abelian image being divisible, but it is not R-normal compact.
In the following example, the group G is an R-group which cannot be1
embedded in a radicable R-group. This is due to B. H. Neumann and
w xappears in 1 .
 < y1 2:EXAMPLE 4.14. Let G s a, b a ba s b and G s G @ Z where0 1 0 C
 :  2:  y2 :Z s c and C s c s ba . Let A s G = Z and B s Q = Q.1
Then G s A@ B where D s C = Z is an R-group which is not anD
 4R-group and has center 1 = Z contained in D. Since G contains G as a1
subgroup, G cannot be radicable, and thus G is not R-regular compact.
The R-reflection of G is Q = Q, so G is R-regular compact. Also, G is
not R-normal compact since its center is not divisible.
5. THE F-REGULAR-NORMAL CLOSURE
For any group G and subgroup A, the normal closure of A in G is
G .denoted by n A . The normal closure is an idempotent closure operator
that is well known. It is of interest to note that we obtain a new closure
operator by composing the F-regular closure with the normal closure.
Thus for a subgroup A of a group G, and quotient reflective class F, we
G G .define the F-regular-normal closure of A in G by c n A . Clearly, aF
subgroup A is F-regular-normal closed precisely when it is F-regular and
normal. This closure operator is different from the F-normal closure
operator as the following example shows, for while every F-normal sub-
group is F-regular, a normal F-regular subgroup need not be F-normal.
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w xEXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the free group F x, y on two generators, and
let G be the quotient obtained by identifying x 2 with y2. Then G is
w xtorsion-free, F x, y is an R-group, and the kernel K of the quotient map
is both R-regular and R-regular, and normal, but G is not an R-group, so
K is neither R-normal nor R-normal.
In general, we have the inclusions
cG A F cGn G A F clG A . .  .  .F F F
Recall that if A is normal in G, then so is its closure. Hence it follows that
G G .  .c n y is an idempotent closure operator since c y is idempotent.F F
PROPOSITION 5.2. If G is F-regular compact, then it is F-regular-normal
compact.
Proof. Let A be a subgroup of the product G = H which is F-regular
 .and normal. Then p A is normal in H and as G is F-regular compact by2
 .hypothesis, it follows that p A is F-regular. This shows G to be2
F-regular-normal compact.
The proofs of the next two theorems are virtually identical to the proofs
w xof Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 of 5 .
THEOREM 5.3. For an arbitrary group G, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i G is F-regular-normal compact;
 .ii the F-reflection Gru G of G is F-regular-normal compact;
 .iii GrA is F-regular-normal compact for e¨ery F-regular-normal sub-
group A of G.
THEOREM 5.4. A group G belonging to F is F-regular-normal compact if
and only if for e¨ery group H belonging to F, p : G = H ª H maps2
F-regular-normal subgroups onto F-regular-normal subgroups.
If F consists of all torsion-free groups, then the class of all F-regular
compact groups is the same as the class of all F-regular-normal compact
groups, which is the class of all groups. Since the infinite cyclic group Z is
not F-normal compact, we have F-regular-normal compactness does not
imply, in general, F-normal compactness. However, for the classes of
R-groups and R-groups, we do obtain some implications.
THEOREM 5.5. Let G be an arbitrary group.
 .i If G is torsion-free-normal compact, then G is R-regular-normal
compact.
 .ii If G is R-regular-normal compact, then G is R-regular-normal
compact.
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 .iii If G is R-regular-normal compact, then G is R-normal compact.
 .iv If G is R-regular-normal compact, then G is R-normal compact.
 .Proof. i It suffices to only consider G being an R-group in light of
 .Theorem 5.2 ii . Suppose also that G is torsion-free-normal compact. If H
is an R-group and A is R-regular-normal closed in G = H, then A is
isolated and thus G = HrA is torsion-free. By hypothesis on G, it follows
 .  .that Hrp A is torsion-free and so p A is isolated and thus R-regular.2 2
 .Since it also follows that p A is normal, we have G is R-regular-normal2
compact.
 .ii It suffices to assume G and H are R-groups. Let A be a
R-regular-normal closed subgroup of G = H. If G is R-regular-normal
 .  .compact, then p A is normal and isolated, hence R-regular. Thus p A2 2
is R-regular-normal closed, and G is R-regular-normal compact.
 .  .Parts iii and iv are proved virtually simultaneously from the following
lemma.
LEMMA 5.6. If G is R-regular-normal compact respecti¨ ely, R-regular-
.  .normal compact , then so is its center Z G .
 .Proof. Let G and H be R-groups respectively, R-groups and suppose
 .G is R-regular-normal compact resp., R-regular-normal compact . Let A
 .be a R-regular-normal closed resp., R-regular-normal closed subgroup of
 .  .Z G = H. Then A is normal and isolated and thus Z G = HrA is
torsion-free. Since A is also necessarily normal in G, we have the short
exact sequence
0 ª Z G = HrA ª G = HrA ª GrZ G ª 0. .  .
 .In an R-group, the center is always isolated, thus GrZ G is torsion-free.
This implies G = HrA is torsion-free. Consequently, A is R-regular-
 .normal closed resp., R-regular-normal closed . The compactness of G
 .  .implies that p A is isolated in H, and thus Z G is compact.2
 .To see this implies part iii above, if G is an R-group which is
 .R-regular-normal compact, then its center Z G is compact as well. But
  .R-regular-normal compact and abelian implies divisible. If Z G is not
divisible, embed it in its divisible hull and obtain a contradiction to
.compactness. So G has a divisible center which implies G is R-normal
 .compact. Part iv follows virtually verbatim, replacing R by R everywhere.
w xFinally, it was shown in 10 that every simple group is torsion-free-
normal compact. In particular, Ol'Shanskii's simple group O having every
proper subgroup infinite cyclic is a non-abelian non-radicable group which
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w xis torsion-free-normal compact, but which is not R-regular compact 5 .
Thus O is both R-regular-normal compact and R-regular-normal compact,
but is neither R-regular compact nor R-regular compact.
The group G of Example 4.14 shows that R-regular compactness does
not imply R-regular compactness, and hence does not imply R-regular-
normal compactness nor R-normal compactness.
In Fig 5.1, the inclusions above are schematically indicated. A dashed
line means proper containment has not been shown. For example, do the
classes of R-regular-normal compact groups and R-normal compact groups
coincide? Similarly, do the classes of R-regular-normal compact groups
and R-normal compact groups coincide? Do the classes of R-regular-
normal compact groups and torsion-free-normal compact groups coincide?
A solid line in the diagram means proper containment has been shown
w xabove or in 5 . Another implication is also not evident. The group G of
Example 4.14 is R-regular compact but is not torsion-free-normal com-
pact. But does R-regular compact imply torsion-free-normal compact?
FIG. 5.1. Compactness classes.
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